
Organizing: does your picture taking history
include storing your pictures in a “shoebox?”
If you answer yes, then chances are that’s similar
to the way you have turned your computer into
a digital image shoebox; without organization
and always a challenge to find the right
picture. With PictureProject’s Organize feature
you’ll be able to easily organize your images into
collections, apply easy-to-use keywords to each
picture all to help make finding your pictures as
easy as pie!

Go Wireless: when you use PictureProject
with a Coolpix P1 or P2 digtal camera,
you can transfer images directly to
your computer and into installed
PictureProject and run a slideshow
on-the-fly! Each shot will come up
on screen and will automatically be
organized by transfer session. A first
from Nikon. 

Editing: see the scene, take the
picture... and in PictureProject a quick click of the
Auto Enhance button and your pictures will have
an extra sparkle! Or open the Image Properties tool
and change the file name, confirm the image date,
add a tag for image identification, protect or even
hide an image.  For personal control, the Photo
Enhance Tools lets you adjust brightness, Boost
color brilliance, apply Photo Effects to change your
color images into B&W or Sepia, Sharpening the
image to your taste and even Straighten a tilted
image. Whether you make changes with your
own personal control, or you let PictureProject's
Auto Enhance Button do it for you, you will get a
beautiful shot made even more beautiful.

Design: print pictures from within PictureProject,
you can print them individually, or in groups,
or make extra copies. Also choose from a selection
of templates and design album pages that
you can print. It’s all easy you’ll revel in excitement
and personal  creativity.

Markers: a very cool feature that lets you invisibly
mark your image’s editing changes along the way.
This way you’re just one click away from reviewing
any marked step. It’s a convenient tool that simplifies
your work and let’s you work faster.

Key Words and Search: don’t you just wish
you could quickly find your vacation pictures from
January 30, 2004? You can with a simple date
search, or if you used Keywords, you could
find your pictures through an applied descriptive
word or multiple words  for each picture, and you
could if you had a tool that could find your pictures

according to keywords, date, date period,
tag marks, protect marks and hidden
marks. Even by file name you can locate
images from anyplace on your computer’s
hard drive; they’re organized with
PictureProject!. Use all the available
image markers and powerful Search Tool
and you’ll never be at a loss to find an
image!  That's the power of Organizing
your images and PictureProject gives you 
that power!

Share: you can easily share your pictures with
family and friends using PictureProject E-mail
feature or easy to use  Printing features.

And there’s so much more: you can
review IPTC headers, voice memos, collection 
information, view files as thumbnails, via file name
and view list details.

Expandable: Available for separate purchase,
you can add a Nikon Plug-in for Coolpix Camera
Remote Control and you’ll remotely control select-
ed Nikon Coolpix models: add the DVD Show
with muvee Plug-in to make and save amazing
DVD and Video CD shows you can share with
almost anyone; and add the nik multimedia Color
Efex Pro Filters to release your creative energy
and make your pictures into beautiful works of art.
It’s fun, it’s easy and it’s all about making your
pictures better than ever.

Nikon PictureProject is a valued tool, designed to compliment picture taking with exciting
and enjoyable photography projects.  It’s the perfect compliment for any digital camera user
and provides a selection of digital tools that will help any photographer, from amateur to
professional more effectively enjoy their photography and organize their digital image files.
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With PictureProject you can Transfer images from
memory cards automatically or Import them with
PictureProject’s easy to use tools.  You can print
from within Picture Project, e-Mail your images,
show Slide Shows with exciting image transitions
and added music, you can one-click to Auto
Enhance your image, and Auto delete Red-eye too!

If you want to e-mail the files, no problem - all your
changes will be put into the e-mailed version.
Want to edit your picture in Nikon Capture, just
right-click on the image and then click on “Open in
Nikon Capture.”  Capture will read all the settings
and let you save the image as JPEG, TIFF or even
NEF (the powerful Nikon Electronic Format) 
raw file type.

And with the combined power of Nikon
PictureProject, Nikon Capture and Nikon plug-ins,
you’ll enjoy your digital photography hobby as
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never before, and you’ll see sparkling images that
you’ll be proud to show off and share with friends
and family.

Nikon Software:  a growing part of the
Digital  Imaging System!

• PictureProject is a $49.95 value that is provided 
complimentary with each Nikon digital camera 
(SLR and Coolpix).

• Nikon Capture is sold separately with a sug-  
gested retail price of $149.95

• Nikon Plug-ins are sold separately, with price
varying according to product.

• nik multimedia Color Efex Pro 2.0 plug-in is 
available in four choices, with price varying 
depending on the number of filters in 
your choice.

Please visit www.nikonusa.com for more information
and details.


